
Beware the environmental movement, beware the environmental 
movement  
 
Let’s clarify a few things before anybody starts with the usual I’m for “Big Oil” or some 
kind of anti-environment rich white male capitalist rant or whatever the latest catch 
phrase of the (ROCKEFELLER funded) fringe eco wacko left is. 
 
A. I am not “anti-environment”.  There are legitimate environmental problems like solid 
waste disposal, sewage and water treatment and local air pollution issues like LA’s 
recurring smog problems.  Wetlands serve important environmental functions but now, 
like everything else with the eco wacko movement, it has gone too far and protecting 
them has become a blank check for total control of private property.  Actually, my 
collegiate background is civil engineering with an environmental concentration.  In fact, 
the solution to all of today’s real environmental problems can be solved with things like 
chemistry, microbiology, fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, etc. etc. and the resultant 
technologies of a free, capitalistic society.  For example, we invented nuclear power in 
this country.  In one case in Arizona three nuclear plants for cooling water are using 
purified wastewater from nearby sewage treatment plants.  By the way, seven more 
nuclear power plants were due to come on line there but thanks to the eco wacko kooks 
and our “useless officials” in Congress, “hasta la vista baby” to quote Republican turned 
green loon Governor Arnold of the loon state of California. Speaking of California, 
wastewater treatment plants there now can produce potable quality water as a discharge.  
Hmmm. We can go to Africa and take their CFCs but not build water treatment plants. I 
can go on but you get the point.  Now when one reads the books of the “New” Age 
Mother Earth Gaia wackos and associated (and very religious) “New” Age loons a few 
things become abundantly clear as thoroughly documented in “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution” and summarized here: 
 

1. The eco wackos regard pesky things like chemistry, physics and other 
sciences of the devout Christian Isaac Newton as “mechanistic” and 
“profane”.  Alchemy, the forerunner of real chemistry, is purely metaphysical 
in nature and the “Sacred Science” according to these (very religious) fools. 

2. In order to be valid a scientific THEORY must be verifiable and backed by 
DATA.  This holds for ALL branches of science.  Personally, I have studied 
copious models in the fields of hydrology and water pollution.  These models 
need to be field tested (i.e., reality verified) before being released for general 
consumption by SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS and even then they are only 
as good as the operator, his or her data collection, etc, etc.  Yet the “models” 
predicting “Global Warming” need no such verification and in fact the 
SCIENTIFIC data CONTRADICTS “Global Warming” (suddenly “Climate 
Change”).  The goofballs like Hollywood elites and a certain (very 
financially) green private jet flying limo driving hypocrite not to mention the 
(Banksta owned) mainstream snews have exempted themselves from this 
INCONVENIENT TRUTH.  This fiasco is thoroughly documented in “The 
THEorY of LIVEvolution” that itself has somehow escaped the need to 



produce even one iota of verification or DATA like say an evolutionary 
transitional fossil...   

3. As documented in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” the real goal of the kook 
fringe (and ROCKEFELLER funded) eco wacko movement is POPULATION 
CONTROL.  Is this “crazy”? There are millions of dead innocent Africans 
that speak otherwise from the other side of the grave. For example, the ozone 
hole “scare” scam disallowed cheap and efficient refrigeration of life saving 
medicines, the Global Warming (Climate Change?) “scare” scam in addition 
to wasting billions of dollars and endless scientific minds to solve a non-
existent problem is literally starving people to death worldwide with this 
ethanol hoax.  The pesticide DDT was also banned by the eco wacko kooks 
and now mosquitoes can live and people die of malaria.  That’s okay, we all 
come from the same “Earth Mother” according to these loons not mention the 
THEorY of LIVEvolution fools who would claim that they probably deserved 
it due to some past life bad karma… 

4. Finally, more shame (if that’s possible) to the disgraceful Catholic Church and 
other Social Gospel fools for joining in with this sham.  Now if mankind can 
destroy himself with “global warming” aren’t we really calling God, the real 
One, an idiot since we are claiming one of His creations can destroy another?  
Of course there’s the prospect of nuclear war but Mother Earth would recover 
over time. Besides, before that God would need to intervene to save us from 
ourselves unless we think the all too humanistic (ROCKEFELLER founded) 
UN-dead is up to the task…. 

 
B. BEWARE THE ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT, BEWARE THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT to paraphrase Anti-Commandment number 10 of the 
Georgia Guidestones “…leave room for nature, leave room for nature”.  According to the 
UN-dead “global warming” is now a “security issue” as in martial law issue.  Hmmm. In 
addition to the aforementioned beyond evil conclusions, the leader of the UN-dead 
associated and eco wacko laden “Green Cross” is none other than ex “Evil Empire”, 
devout Communist and ex KGB leader Mikhail Gorbachev.  Now when Gorby here 
converses with current Russian, very proud, Communist (and ex-KGB chief) Russian 
leader Vladmir Putin do you think they are remorsefully discussing the real 
environmental debacle of Chernobyl or the Western economy weakening eco wacko 
movement as they bide their time to bring back “Mother Russia” not to mention new 
alliances with environmentally friendly Iran (we will destroy Israel), Libya, Syria and the 
other lunatics from the “religion of peace”?   

In a nutshell, no pun intended, we have hiding beneath the environmental 
movement the makings of the One World Control System as justified by the global 
warming (climate change?) “Crisis” in addition to the makings of the Battle of Gog and 
Magog (who?) that some say IS the Battle of Armageddon.  Both happen to show up in 
the Book of Revelation and now both hide beneath the cover of the radical environmental 
movement. 

Finally, can I get some love for poor David Rockefeller?  His Banksta forerunners 
knew they were playing with fire by unloosening the likes of Stalin, Mao, Hitler and the 
other champions of the Population Control/Mother Earth saving types.  I know David 



cares very much for our environment as documented in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” 
and his quotes about Communist China’s contributions to the Mother Earth saving 
population control endeavor. But this Vladmir Putin may not roll over and play “nice” 
like say Joe Stalin or Nikita Khrushchev.  Now it seems Davie (and his buddies like Hank 
Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski and Ted Turner) may have a real problem on his hands 
trying to control the current crop of Mother Russia’s leaders not to mention the “religion 
of peace” types we will die for Allah nut-cases… 
 
Oh yeah, I almost forgot, silly me. How can I forget the very (financially) green Al 
Gore…eco wacko tool of the Bankstas.  If there’s any doubt that the Bankstas own 
“both” sides of the “Presidential” selection scam look no further than this hypocrite 
charlatan.  The “imbecile majority” actually thought things would be different had he 
won in 2000.  Fine.  So instead of Skull and Bones Bush nailing us with the “Federal” 
“Reserve” Banksta approach this clown would have nailed us with the pro-eco wacko 
Banksta approach.  (Hint: Both are happening anyway). His “global warming” (climate 
change?) and ozone hole scam are covered thoroughly in “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution” but one fact should be stressed here in case anyone thinks I’m the crazy 
one for calling the eco wackos a bunch of Earth spirit worshipping loons.  Al (I buy 
carbon credits from my own carbon credits company) Gore refused to take this “Personal 
Ethics Energy Pledge” in front of the United States Senate Public Works Committee on 
March 21, 2007:  
 

As a believer: 
That human-caused global warming is a moral, ethical and spiritual 
issue affecting our survival; 
That home energy use is a key component of overall energy use; 
That reducing my fossil fuel-based home energy usage will lead to lower 
greenhouse gas emissions; and 
That leaders on moral issues should lead by example; 
I pledge to consume no more energy for my use in my residence than the 
average American household by March 21, 2008    
(emphasis mine) 

 
Hmmm.  Al “the debate is over” Gore probably didn’t take this pledge because he really 
does believe that global warming should stand the test of scientific scrutiny with pesky 
things like data confirmation of “global warming” (climate change?) theories and not be 
considered some kind of “spiritual” issue like say the other Gaia earth spirit weirdoes.  
On the other hand maybe he really doesn’t want to give up that private jet or house that 
uses around 20 times the energy of your typical evil limited resource depleting American 
household while he pays for the whole charade by buying “carbon credits” from a 
company he has an ownership interest in...    
Ummm…. 


